
   
    
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  Sugar Factory Racibórz”      

Racibórz January 10, 1989 

The official record  

written after openinig of the boiler OSR (before cleaning) after sugar 
campaign 1988. 
The commission consisted of : 

Eng. Krachowiecki W. 
Eng. Żamejć W.  
Eng. Sośnierz M. 
Mr Wolny J. 
Mr  Kruty J. 

 
The above commission, after inspection of the boiler - side of water 
stating herewith what follows: 
1.1 On the boiler OSR (pipely, sectionally, irradiated), on sucking of  

the supplying pumps, were mounted the attached systems for 
water treatment type RAM. 

1.2 The systems were attached  60 days after starting of the boiler  
work i.e. after the time when the scale precipitation (especially on 
the section pipes) gets a thickness 2– 3mm to investigate ability 
of the new systems to make soluble the old scales. 

1.3  For a comparison was taken boiler OSR a campaign 1987 when 
after its opening it was established that: 

  a/  a scale on the pipe section had a thickness 10-17mm    
       (ten,seventeen) 
  b/  completely chocked by scale and sludge were around 40% of  

the elbow connections 
  c/  in other pipes 1-2-3mm and much concentrated sludge was 



       present, the same in all mud collectors  
  d/  the boiler OSR after a campaign 1987 – was cleaned by    

WOMA apparatus. 
2.   The state of a boiler after a campaign 1988: 
2.1  The chambers of the side screens and the back screen were 

patent,  after empting a boiler from water on its walls only the 
rest of mud  was found. No scale precipitation. 

2.2  The mud collector, the section and the section chambers-patent, 
they do not contain any precipitation scale.  

2.3  The elbow connections – all patent. 
2.4  Concerns point 1.2, in the low parts of the section pipes cover the 

elbows, on the length 20-30cm, the rest of scale in the shape of 
flakes, with a surface 5-10cm2, but loosen of metal permitting 
their manual remove (even without any tools, by a flow of water). 
It confirms an ability to make soluble the old scale precipitates. 

2.5  The boiler OSR after a campaign 1988 did not need any cleaning 
by use of an aparatus. After its opening only washing by a water 
and the improvements of the technical defects appeared before 
has been done. 

2.6  The improvement of the boiler work can be well documented by 
a fact that during the whole campaign – for obtaining the whole 
capacity of the boiler very rarely was connected running of the 
grate, 200 (until the boiler had worked on the culm alon) 
and recurrently was even overcharged (injuries of other boilers). 
Presently, full capacity of the boiler is sustained at the grate 
velocity 80-90-110-, using the same proportion of a mixture of 
the small cole-the culm. The boiler needs much intensive 
blowdown, because the precipitates of a scale and a mud do not 
sinter in the boiler.  



      Also the scale of silicates is not present, though the installation of 
water treatment for the boiler house does not have the systems for 
desilication.  

2.7  In summary, the commission states the significant  improvement 
of a state of the boiler, as compared with the last campaign 1987, 
at similar bad parameters of the boiler water during the period of 
a half year 1988 / at the amount 330-360 and higher, mg of Cl in 
Odra river, for which “slippage of a hardness” on the ionite 
exchangers is higher than 2.5%. 

 
 
(5 signatures) 
Present at the lustration  
Technical director Eng. Cz. Wolny   (signature) 
 
 
Eng. Cz. Barcewicz   (signature)    
 
 
The record was prepared in four copies 
  
  



 


